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Abstract— the basic (k, n)-threshold visual cryptography 
(VC) scheme is to share a secret image with n participants. 
The secret image can be recovered while stacking k or more 
shares obtained; but we will get nothing if there are less than 
k pieces of shares being overlapped. On the contrary, 
progressive VC can be utilized to recover the secret image 
gradually by superimposing more and more shares. If we 
only have a few pieces of shares, we could get an outline of 
the secret image; by increasing the number of the shares 
being stacked, the details of the hidden information can be 
revealed progressively. In this paper, we proposed a brand 
new sharing scheme of progressive VC to produce pixel- 
unexpanded shares. In our research, the possibility for either 
black or white pixels of the secret image to appear as black 
pixels on the shares is the same, which approximates to 1/n. 
Therefore, no one can obtain any hidden information from a 
single share, hence ensures the security. When 
superimposing k (sheets of share), the possibility for the 
white pixels being stacked into black pixels remains 1/n, 
while the possibility rises to k/n for the black pixels, which 
sharpens the contrast of the stacked image and the hidden 
information, therefore, become more and more obvious. 
After superimposing all of the shares, the contrast rises to (n 
− 1)/n which is apparently better than the traditional ways 
that can only obtain 50% of contrast. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A kind of secret sharing scheme known as (r, n)-threshold 
was first proposed by Shamir [10]. In this method, the secret 
information is hidden in the constant term of an r-1 degree 
polynomial. When any r participants provide with their 
information, r polynomials can be listed, the constant term 
will be solved, and then reconstructing the secret will be 
done. Thien and Lin [11] improved Shamir’s theorem by 
using r pixels of a secret image as the coefficients of a r-1 
degree polynomial, and, consequently, reduced the share 
size to 1/r. Based on the conceptions of [11], Chen and Lin 
[12] and Fang [13] each proposed a different progressive 
secret sharing scheme, using the techniques of reordering 
the bit-planes and discrete cosine transformation of an 
image, respectively. References [10]–[13] provided perfect 
ways to share information and [12] and [13] could even 
obtain the objective of displaying the secret image 
progressively. Nevertheless, all these schemes needed 
computer to solve those complicated math in order to 
decrypt the secret image other than simply using the human 
eyes. 

The conventional VC is to produce n shares from a 
secret image and to dispatch them to n participants. We will 
get the secret information only when k or more shares are 
stacked together and nothing if less than k shares are 

obtained, which is the conception of “All-or-Nothing.” A 
new sharing concept called “progressive VC” came out 
which can improve the clarity of a secret image step by step 
by stacking more and more shares. 

 
TABLE 1: Fang and Lin [9] Visual Sharing Scheme 

Jin [14] proposed a multi-resolution approach to share secret 
image that can be applied to VC. They expand pixels to 3×3 
blocks in which eight of them are used to represent the gray 
value of each pixel and the remaining one is used to store 
the halftone value of the secret image. In order to take 
advantage of visual effects, Jin [14] uses a “look- up table” 
to adjust the pixel value so that pixels with a larger gray 
value in the secret image own more “1”s (1 represents 
black) in its eight bit-planes. The adjusted eight binary digits 
are handled by conventional VC; therefore, an obscure 
secret image can be directly obtained from stacking shares. 
By utilizing computer equipment’s to perform the XOR 
operations on the ninth bit, the halftone secret image can be 
perfectly reconstructed. However, Jin’s work cannot 
disclose the secret image progressively. At most, we can say 
that they proposed a multi-resolution scheme via different 
approaches to share a secret image. Their method expanded 
every secret pixel to a 3×3 block, and by using the pixel-
expansion scheme, their shares will be further expanded to 
6×6 times larger, which causes a severe waste of storage and 
transmission time. 

Fang and Lin [9] first proposed a progressive secret 
image sharing scheme. They input a secret image which has 
been halftone in advance, and then expand every pixel into a 
2×2 block. If the pixel is black, it is expanded into a four 
fully black block; on the contrary, if the pixel is white, it is 
expanded into a two white and two black blocks arbitrarily. 
The shares will be produced based upon Table I. The 
candidate blocks are randomly selected according to the 
block patterns on the expanded secret image. In Fang and 
Lin’s scheme, we can decrypt an image by directly stacking 
shares, but it causes some security problems. 
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On each share, the probability to have 0–2 black 
pixels for black block of the secret image will be 1/11, 4/11, 
and 6/11, respectively. On the contrary, it will be 1/4, 2/4, 
and 1/4, respectively, for white block of the secret image. 
The expected black pixel in black and white block will be 
16/11 and 4/4, respectively. That means the black block will 
be darker than the white one and, thus, will disclose the 
outlines of the secret image on shares, which, therefore, 
causes severe security problem. Besides, since blocks on the 
shares are randomly chosen, certain black regions of the 
secret image cannot be guaranteed to be stacked into all 
black blocks, and the white regions also have the risk of not 
being stacked into two-white and two-black blocks even 
though all shares are superimposed. These are the main 
reasons why the quality of their recovered image is rather 
poor. Finally, their share size is four times larger than the 
original one, which in turn will consume more storage space 
and transmission time.  

In this paper, we proposed a pixel-unexpanded 
progressive VC to solve the main problems such as leak of 
secret information, pixel expansion, and bad quality of 
recovered images which Jin or Fang and Lin were 
confronted by. 

II. PROPOSED METHOD 
We design two n × n matrices denoted by C0 and C1 (Table 
II), which represents the sharing matrix for white and black 
pixels of the secret image, respectively. Each row in matrix 
C0 or C1 represents a sharing method, and each column 

represents the value assigned to every participant (0 is for 

white, 1 is for black). In matrix C0 the first row is assigned to 
1, and other rows are all 0. On the contrary, matrix C1 is a 
diagonal matrix, which means 1 is assigned to the diagonal 
line and the rest elements are all 0. Therefore, each pixel on 
the shares will have only 1/n chance to occur as black 
disregarding it is dispatched from white or black pixels of 
the secret image. 

 
Table 2: Two N×N Secret Sharing Matrices 

When sharing a black pixel of the secret image, the black 
will show at different positions on different shares, which 
means after stacking more shares the chance of being black 
for black area of the secret image will be increased. 
However, when sharing a white pixel of the secret image the 
position of occurring black on every share is the same; 
therefore, black will still appear at the same position on the 
stacked image and the chance of being black for white area 
of the secret image will remain as 1/n. This will gradually 
sharpen the black-and- white contrast on the stacked image 
as more shares are stacked, the hidden content will be 
progressively revealed. During the dispatching process, 

random numbers ranging from 1 to n are needed to create 
shares. 

 Algorithm A.
Input: A WxH Halftone image K where k (i, j) ∈ K 
Output: n shares Sm , m = 1,2...n 
Process: 

1. Generate sharing matrices C0 and C1. 
2. For each pixel k (i, j), 1≤i≤W, 1≤j≤H. 
3. Randomly choose a value l, range from 1 to n 
4. For m = 1, 2..... n 

4.1. If the pixel is k(i ,j)=0 (white),the pixel value 
Sm()=C0(l, m) 

4.2. If the pixel is k()=1 (black),the pixel value 
Sm()=C1() 

To share a white pixel of the input image, we choose a 
random number l, and distribute the values of the th row 
vector of C0 to every share, which means that the first value 
of row vector [C0 (l, 1)] is distributed to Share1, and the 
second value [C0(l, 2)] is distributed to Share2, and so on. 
By the same token, C1 is applied to share a black pixel with 
the same sharing steps as sharing a white pixel. 

 
Fig. 2: Flow Diagram for the complete Proposed method 
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The primary issue of a VSS scheme is to safeguard 
the security. Any column in C0 or C1 only has single “1,” 
that means regardless the colour of the pixels of the secret 
image is white or black, the probability for them to appear 1 
on each share is the same as to 1/n, which, therefore, gives 
no clue to the content of the secret image on the shares. 
Another important issue of a VSS scheme is to enlarge the 
contrast of the stacked image. While stacking k shares, the 
probability for the white part of the secret image to appear 
as black remains 1/n; for the black part, however, the 
probability increases to k/n. It means we can get a contrast 
of (k-1)/n on the stacked image. With the increase of the 
numbers of shares being stacked, the contrast between white 
and black regions will be increased, hence reveals the 
content of the secret image progressively. After 
superimposing all shares, the contrast rises to (n − 1)/n, 
which is better than the conventional VC that can only 
obtain 50% contrast. 

Following is given the scheme for complete visual 
cryptography scheme that will combine both the progressive 
visual cryptography as well as extended embedded VC Fig 
1. 

III. CONCLUSION 
In the traditional VSS scheme, the secret is transformed into 
n shares of noise-like images. 

The original secret can be visually obtained only 
when a subset of at least k shares are available and are well 
stacked together. This is an advantage in the situation if no 
computer is available. However, the (k, n)- threshold sharing 
scheme is an all-or-nothing method, which means that the 
secret image can be reconstructed if at least k of n shares are 
available, but with less than k shares nothing of the secret 
will be revealed on the stacked image. Besides, even if we 
have shares more than the threshold value k, the secret 
information would not be revealed more than it. 

PVSS differs from the conventional VSS in the 
way that when more than one share is stacked together, the 
hidden information will appear little by little. Only a sketch 
will be recovered when a few shares are being stacked and 
more details will be recovered when more shares are being 
stacked. Along with the increase of the shares, the hidden 
information will be recovered progressively. This concept 
broadens the application of VSS. However, the current 
researches on PVSS are all based on pixel expansion, which 
resulted in the waste of the transmission time and the 
storage space. 

In this paper, we have presented a novel scheme of 
progressive VC with unexpanded pixels. From the 
experiments, we found out that no matter what sort of 
content it is in the secret image, the probability to appear as 
a black pixel is only 1/n on each share, which guarantees the 
security of the information. 

When any k (k = 2 − n) shares are stacked, the 
probability of appearing black pixels on the stacked shares 
increases to k/n; while for the white pixels, the probability 
of appearing as black pixels remains 1/n. That is to say we 
can get a contrast of (k−1)/n on the stacked image. After 
stacking all shares, black regions of the secret image could 
be completely reconstructed and the contrast between white 

and black rises to (n − 1)/n, which is better than the 
conventional VC that can only obtain 50% contrast. The 
stacked image, therefore, could be easily recognized by 
human eyes without any difficulties. Regarding the size and 
the security of shares, the contrast of the stacked image, and 
the reconstruction of the black pixels. In the future, 
meaningful shares for unexpanded progressive VC will be 
further studied to solve the problems the noise-like shares 
brought about. 
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